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Introduction 

The M&A tax world has recently seen some interesting developments which are examined in this issue. 

First, Daniel Head and Alexandra Ives run through the newly published draft legalisation on ‘compensating adjustments’, 

which took effect from 25 October 2013. In particular, they focus on the practical implications of the new rules on 

“excessive leveraging of companies by individuals”. 

Chris Barnes and Alison Hughes then move the discussion onto another piece of new legislation, which offers an alternative 

to Entrepreneurs’ Relief. Chris and Alison outline the new rules, together with some of the hurdles that need to be 

overcome to enable employees to benefit from this new relief. 

Next, we journey to Mexico where Carlos Vargas and Cesar Hernandez provide an update on the 2014 proposed tax reform 

and the implications that investors into the Mexican economy may need to consider going forward. 

Finally, back in the UK, Dominic Rayner introduces us to the potential commercial implications of the Tax Compliance and 

Procurement rules that should be considered when negotiating SPAs for entities which are likely to generate future revenue 

streams from tendering for government projects. Dominic highlights the importance of building a mechanism of redress into 

the SPA where an Occasion of Non-Compliance within the Target is identified which could impact the Target’s ability to 

tender for future government work. 

If you would like further detail or have specific questions on the articles in this issue, please call us, the authors, or your 

usual KPMG contact.  

Rob Lant        Alistair Haley 

Partner         Director 

KPMG in the UK        KPMG in the UK 

Tel: 020 7311 1853       Tel: 020 7694 4383 

Email: rob.lant@kpmg.co.uk      Email: alistair.haley@kpmg.co.uk  

 

Compensating adjustments: Draft legislation on “excessive 

leveraging of companies by individuals” effective from 25 October 

2013 

On 17 September, the government announced that it would take action against two arrangements involving ‘compensating 

adjustments’; the draft legislation has now been published (due to be enacted in the next Finance Act) and takes effect 

from 25 October 2013. 

The ‘arrangement’ most likely to be of interest in an M&A context is described in the draft legislation as “excessive 

leveraging of companies by individuals”. The legislation applies where interest is paid by a company and received by a 

person (other than a company) within the charge to income tax, and where some or all of the interest expense is disallowed 

by the company under transfer pricing rules.  

Prior to the legislative change on 25 October, the person receiving the “excessive” interest could have made a claim for a 

compensating adjustment which would have resulted in that interest not being subject to tax in their hands (given that it 

had been disallowed in the company). From 25 October, such a ‘compensating adjustment’ will no longer be available and, 

instead, the person receiving interest which has been disallowed in the company is to be treated as receiving a qualifying 

distribution. 

The second arrangement relates to partnerships, which pay companies for services at cost price but “use the tax rules to 

create a mark-up which is not actually paid, but which reduces the bill of individual partners”. Under the new legislation, the 

compensating adjustment cannot be claimed by a person (other than a company) within the charge to income tax on the 

partnership profits; i.e., by an individual partner or the trustees of a settlement.  

What does this mean in practice?  

Treating the ‘excess’ interest as a qualifying distribution means that:  

 The individual as recipient is entitled to a tax credit and taxed at the appropriate dividend rate. The highest effective rate 

is 30.55 percent. Thus, although the receipt is now taxable, it is not taxable at the full income tax rate (45 percent) that 

would have applied if it had been taxed as interest; 
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 no claim is required for this treatment, whereas a claim was required under the previous legislation; and 

 the legislation applies to the trustees of a settlement as well as to individuals. 

Interest accrued up to the 25 October 2013 is NOT impacted 

The draft legislation includes transitional arrangements which are particularly important in practice. In many financing cases, 

interest has been rolled up so individuals have amounts which they have earned, but which they have not yet received. The 

new legislation does not apply to interest which is “referable to a period before 25 October 2013”. A claim is still required 

to claim a compensating adjustment for interest accrued up to the date of the new legislation. 

Why has HMRC taken action in this area? 

The government felt that the compensating adjustment provisions between a company and an individual were being abused 

by some taxpayers who, it believes, were leveraging businesses with debt at a high interest rate, then disallowing a 

significant proportion of the interest in the company, under the thin capitalisation rules (at the current corporation tax rate of 

23 percent). Under the compensating adjustment provisions, the individuals in receipt of the interest were then able to 

receive the interest income free from income tax (at a rate up to 45 percent). 

Whilst the government does acknowledge that the new legislation will affect some private equity financing arrangements, 

they state that they were not “intended specifically to target private equity”. Nevertheless, there is no exemption for such 

arrangements from the draft legislation. 

HMRC increased scrutiny of financing arrangements more broadly 

As well as taking direct action via the compensating adjustment legislation, we are seeing increased levels of HMRC 

scrutiny of financing arrangements at the company level, through their targeted application of the existing thin capitalisation 

regulations. Whilst there has not been a recent legislative change in this area, HMRC has updated its internal guidance to 

account for changes in the capital markets and global economic environment and has established specialist teams to focus 

on thin capitalisation cases. As such, we are seeing heightened levels of HMRC enquiries into companies’ financing 

arrangements. It has therefore never been more important for companies to proactively manage their debt position for thin 

capitalisation purposes, in order to avoid the prospect of an unexpected corporation tax liability and, potentially, penalties if 

the level of any interest disallowance currently reflected in its tax computations is not sufficient.   

Daniel Head         Alexandra Ives 

Director          Senior Manager 

KPMG in the UK         KPMG in the UK 

Tel: 0161 246 4742        Tel: 0113 231 3060 

Email: daniel.head@kpmg.co.uk       Email: alexandra.ives@kpmg.co.uk 

 

New employee shareholder legislation 

New ‘employee shareholder’ legislation which took effect from 1 September this year is proving to be of interest to unlisted 

companies, as there is potential to award shares and achieve a zero percent tax rate on disposal for employees. These new 

rules are in response to the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills policies to make companies more accountable 

to shareholders and the public by making employee ownership more accessible and allowing employers to create a more 

flexible workforce. Traditionally, M&A structuring has focused on whether managers can be given an interest that allows 

them to qualify for entrepreneurs’ relief and benefit from a potential 10 percent tax rate.  

Some companies have expressed concern about negative publicity and the perception of the general populous that they 

(the company) are trying to strip employees of employment rights. Despite this, it is important that companies do not 

dismiss the legislation out of hand as it can be very relevant in the right context. 

The new legislation enables companies to issue between £2,000 and £50,000 worth of shares to an employee in 

consideration for the employee surrendering certain employment rights (which includes, but is not limited to, the right to 

claim unfair dismissal and the right to request flexible working). In return for surrendering these rights, the advantage to an 

individual holding these ‘employee shareholder shares’ is that they do not attract capital gains tax on disposal – the 

individual therefore benefits from tax free gains on the subsequent disposal of these shares. 

Typically, an employee may be prepared to give up these employment rights only in a situation where there is an 

expectation that the shares will grow significantly in value, where the individual is senior enough to feel that their 

expectation is based on knowledge of the company’s prospects, and where they can see the prospect of an exit. 
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There are however some hurdles to overcome to qualify for the tax relief. A few of these are noted below: 

 The employee shareholder shares need to be worth at least £2,000 (and this is actual market value so any restrictions 

are taken into account). In practice this can potentially be addressed by creating a specific class of share with 

appropriate rights. 

 There is an exemption from income tax and national insurance contribution charges on the first £2,000 worth of 

employee shareholder shares issued. Normal income tax and national insurance contribution charges will arise for the 

employee on the value of the shares received in excess of £2,000. In practice, this means growth shares, where the 

share rights deliver an ‘upside only’ entitlement above a hurdle, may be particularly suitable, although for many 

leveraged equity structures it could apply equally to ordinary shares. 

 The employee cannot provide any consideration for the shares except for the surrender of employment rights. This 

needs to be carefully monitored in the context of a transaction to ensure that there is no question of the employee 

having given any other form of consideration for his shares. 

 The shares must be new issue shares in the employer or a parent undertaking. As new issue shares have to be paid up 

as to their nominal value, there are company law considerations to be addressed, particularly given that the employee 

cannot give any cash consideration. 

 The process for recycling leaver shares needs to be considered in light of the requirement that new employee 

shareholder shares need to be new issue shares. 

 An employee shareholder cannot have a ‘material interest’ (broadly a 25 percent stake or entitlement in relation to the 

employer or parent undertaking) or be connected with a person with a material interest. This is considered not only at 

the point when he acquires his shares, but also in the 12 months prior to the acquisition date. In certain circumstances 

this may prevent an award of shares qualifying for the capital gain tax benefits. 

 Finally, the legislation is prescriptive in terms of the formalities that need to be followed to create employee 

shareholder shares, including in relation to the content of the employer written statement, the need to provide the 

employee with independent legal advice and the seven day cooling off period that has to be factored in. Failure to 

adhere to the strict requirements will mean the issued shares will not have employee shareholder status and the 

potential tax benefits will not apply. 

Whilst the above issues need to be carefully considered, with sufficient thought at the outset it should be possible to 

address these points. 

Despite some of the complexities, this legislation should not be ignored and is already available to companies and 

employees, having come into force on 1 September 2013.  

Chris Barnes         Alison Hughes 

Director          Senior Manager 

KPMG in the UK         KPMG in the UK 

Tel: 0113 231 3929        Tel: 020 7311 2626 

Email: chris.barnes@kpmg.co.uk       Email: alison.hughes2@kpmg.co.uk 

 

Mexico – Proposed Tax Reform 2014 

On 8 September 2013, the Executive branch submitted a tax bill to the Mexican Congress which contained several 

proposed amendments to federal tax laws.  

A number of these proposals may be of interest to foreign investors considering transaction work in Mexico and we have 

set out a brief summary of the relevant proposals. Please note the reforms are draft only at this stage. As such, much of the 

detail has yet to be confirmed and there may be wholesale changes to the bill before it is passed by Congress.  

Application of relief under double tax treaties 

Under current Mexican Income Tax Law, in order to benefit from treaty double taxation relief, taxpayers must comply with a 

number of domestic requirements.  

Amongst the proposed amendments relating to double tax treaty relief claims are changes impacting related party 

transactions. In brief, it is proposed that a taxpayer residing abroad may be required to establish the existence of double 

taxation through a statement made under oath and signed by a formally appointed legal representative. Specifically, the 

mailto:chris.barnes@kpmg.co.uk
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legal representative would be required to qualify that the income to which the treaty benefits apply is also subject to tax in 

the country of residence and to specify the applicable home country legislation, as well as attesting to the accuracy of any 

other documentation that the taxpayer considers necessary for the purposes of obtaining relief.  

These proposed amendments, if passed into law, would undoubtedly increase the costs associated with obtaining double 

tax treaty relief in Mexico and may restrict the availability of such reliefs. This may be of particular importance where a 

parent company is seeking to benefit from reduced withholding tax rates and the income concerned is not chargeable to tax 

in the parent company’s home country.   

Deductibility of payments made to related parties 

There are further amendments proposed which could limit the deductibility of payments made to related parties. 

In brief, there may be restrictions to deductibility of payments where either the recipient company is subject to Mexican 

Income Tax on the income at preferential rates (and cannot demonstrate the consideration is priced at arm’s length), or the 

payment is made to a foreign parent/subsidiary and comprised of interest, royalties, or the provision of technical assistance.  

Whilst the bill is still a matter for discussion at this point, it is expected that in the case of payments to foreign related 

parties, the restrictions could apply where: the recipient is a trust (although a carve out is expected for payments at arm’s 

length); the payment is not recognised as income in the country in which the related party is resident, or; the income is not 

considered taxable in the country in which the related party is resident.   

These provisions are part of Mexico’s efforts to reduce base erosion and profit shifting and, if introduced, are likely to be 

comparable to anti arbitrage rules found in other jurisdictions.  

Additional income tax on dividends  

One of the most crucial proposals for tax reform within the bill is a proposed 10 percent income tax to be levied on 

dividends to foreign shareholders by a distributing Mexican entity. This would be irrespective of the balance of taxed 

reserves within the distributing company and in addition to the 30 percent corporate income tax (CIT) on profits.  

The additional 10 percent tax would be applicable to all distributions starting in 2014. However, it should be noted that there 

are grandfathering provisions proposed for amounts being distributed from prior year reserves. Furthermore, the additional 

10 percent income tax will be levied through the withholding tax mechanism and, as such, tax treaties may apply to reduce 

the effective rate.  

On the basis that the current CIT rate will be maintained at 30 percent, and the ongoing obligation for employers to 

distribute 10 percent of their profits to employees, then this additional CIT on dividends would only serve to further limit the 

quantum of distributable cash for foreign investors. As such, there may be increased value to be found in targets with 

significant undistributed reserves.  

Elimination of the Business Flat Tax 

Finally, one proposed change that will be of particular relevance for investors looking to carry out leveraged M&A 

transactions in Mexico, would be the elimination of the Business Flat Tax (BFT). 

BFT is currently calculated on a cash basis and at a rate of 17.5 percent. Taxpayers are required to pay the greater of the 

regular CIT and the BFT. However, the BFT does not allow for the deduction of interest payments and it has, therefore, 

often given the higher of the two calculations (particularly in the context of M&A leveraged transactions). Although the 

elimination of the BFT can therefore be regarded as good news on the whole, it must be remembered that limitations for 

certain deductions of interest will be maintained for CIT purposes (i.e., thin capitalisation rules, back-to-back loans 

provisions, among others) and that these may now be increased with the new limitations on transactions between related 

parties. 

Conclusion 

As inward investment increases, the Mexican government is keen to ensure that the ‘right’ amount of tax continues to be 

paid by business in Mexico. However, whilst bringing in changes designed to reflect international sentiment on base 

erosion and profit shifting, the Mexican government must be careful not to put off potential international investors. 

Measures such as the additional corporate income tax on dividends are unlikely to prove attractive and, as such, investors 

will await the verdict of Mexico’s congress with bated breath (comment is expected by the middle of November).  

Carlos Vargas         Cesar Hernandez  

Partner          Director 

KPMG in Mexico         KPMG in Mexico 

Tel: +52 555 246 8485        Tel: +52 555 246 8300 

Email: carlosvargas@kpmg.com.mx      Email: cohernandez@kpmg.com.mx 
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Tax compliance and procurement – An update 

Part of the UK government’s reaction to recent media focus on tax avoidance was to introduce new rules on Tax 

Compliance & Procurement (TC&P), effective from 1 April 2013 (see Issue 87 for a summary of these new rules). The 

intention of these rules is to improve tax compliance in the corporate sector. Companies will be barred from tendering for 

large public sector contracts if, broadly, they have had to amend a tax return as a result of a failed attempt at tax avoidance. 

We have recently seen commercial issues arising from application of these new TC&P rules following M&A transactions. 

These are best illustrated using an example: 

A Limited is an IT contractor. In summer 2013 it acquires three other IT contracting companies: B Limited, C Limited and D 

Limited. 

Due diligence reveals that B Limited undertook some employee bonus tax planning in May 2013. A Limited negotiated an 

indemnity with the seller, so that when the tax planning failed, A Limited suffered no financial loss. However, when B 

Limited expresses interest in tendering for a new government IT contract, it has to mention its failed bonus planning (which 

is disclosable under Disclosure of Tax Avoidance Schemes rules (DOTAS) in the Pre-Qualification Questionnaire (PQQ) and 

it is not selected as a bidder for the contract. 

Would B Limited have won that contract had it not been for the blemish on its tax compliance record? Perhaps; perhaps 

not. Does A Limited have any redress against the previous owner of B Limited? None of the warranties or indemnities cover 

the reduced ability of B Limited to tender for public sector contracts. 

Due diligence reveals that C Limited adopted a tax-driven financing structure in 2012. The tax return for C’s year ended 31 

October 2012 is submitted to HMRC in May 2013. Following the acquisition of C Limited, the A group decides that the 

structure does not fit with its low-risk tax strategy and resolves to unwind it. The A group also decides that the October 

2012 tax return of C Limited should be re-submitted without the claim for additional tax relief that was generated by the 

financing structure. C Limited subsequently tenders for several large government IT projects. It wins one, where its 

explanations in mitigation are accepted by the government department, but is excluded from another on the basis of its 

poor tax compliance record, despite its mitigating explanations. 

A Limited has factored the additional tax cost into the price it pays for C Limited, but has no redress against the previous 

owner of C Limited for the Occasion of Non-Compliance that ultimately results in C Limited’s exclusion for tender. Although 

the A group decided to amend C’s tax return voluntarily, this is still regarded as an Occasion of Non-Compliance. 

Due diligence does not reveal that there was an instance of payroll fraud at D Limited in 2009 and 2010. When this is 

uncovered, the relevant staff (who personally profited) are summarily dismissed and full disclosure and payment are made 

to HMRC. As a result, D Limited is fined for civil fraud in September 2013. When D Limited tenders for government IT 

contracts in October 2013, it is excluded from one, owing to its disclosure of the civil fraud on the PQQ. (Note that although 

the fraud is before October 2012, the PQQ completed by D Limited only ignores Occasions of Non-Compliance if they 

derive from amendments to tax returns submitted before that date; a fine after 1 April 2013 for civil fraud is not ignored, 

even though it pre-dates 2012.) 

A Limited has no redress against the previous owner of D Limited. None of the warranties protect A Limited from a 

reduction in the future earning power of D Limited arising from a poor tax compliance record (which cannot have been 

known at the time of acquisition, unless there had been a forensic accounting investigation). 

Considerations for SPA negotiations going forward 

If purchasing a company whose income stream depends on its ability to win public sector contracts, closer scrutiny should 

be given to any tax planning the target company has undertaken in recent years. In particular, if it was not disclosed, should 

it have been and does the purchaser have a mechanism for redress should the planning fail (and must be disclosed) when 

tendering for an important contract? 

It may be possible to construct an indemnity that would provide the purchaser with compensation in the event of exclusion 

from tendering for government contracts post-acquisition. However, this begs the question; how could such a loss be 

quantified? In particular, there can be no certainty that the company would have won the contract (or contracts) had it been 

able to tender in the first place. Careful thought will need to be given to the practical mechanisms used to calculate the loss 

in the event the indemnity is triggered. 
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If there has been fraud which was not identified during the due diligence process, there would clearly be no specific 

warranty/indemnity covering the abuse. The purchaser may wish to negotiate a general warranty/indemnity covering any 

pre-acquisition actions that might imperil the target company’s post-acquisition income stream from public sector sources. 

Again, however, the practical mechanism to calculate such a loss will need to be carefully considered.  

Dominic Rayner 

Senior Manager 

KPMG in the UK 

Tel: 0113 231 3406 

Email: dominic.rayner@kpmg.co.uk 
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Click here to read previous issues of M&A Tax Matters. 
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